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HMCIC

I should be grateful for your views on certain matters dealt with on this file.

The immediate issue is the question of chief constables mentioning the existence of
their Special Branch in their annual report - following the debate in the Commons
on 24 May last. I was present at the meeting of ACPO CID Committee on 12 September,
when Mr Oxford strongly urged the desirability of such a mention. He was supported
by Mr Pain and Mr Anderton, as well as by me. Mr Kelland did not commit the
Commissioner. '.0n1y Mr Badly opposed the idea, on the groUnds that his police
authority and public had no need to know and that this was the thin end of too big
a wedg17.)

-- -

(The meeting decided to recommend to ACPO Council that chief constables should
consider this point, but the minutes (doc.11) simply invite chief officers'
attention to the matter. We should now consider whether any further action by us
is appropriate (and 4 do so before I advise Sir Robert Armstrong on the reply to
SyS Officer s letter at doc.6).

My own feeling is that it will be difAcult to do more than encourage individual
chief officers - unless we can work this into a more general circular on Special
Branch activities.

This brings me to the question of revised guidance to chief officers, which I raised
in my note at doc.3. atld.You will see from the papers below doc10 that the current
terms of reference for Special Branches were issued in 1970 by ACPO (though they
were prepared in close consultation with the Security Service and the Home Office).
It seems to me likely that Special Branches willnme under increasing public
scrutiny and questioning, and I think it would be useful if we were able to point
to a document which defined the scope and limitations of their work. This would be
analogous to the Security Service's charter,which is of course a published document
(most readily available in the Denning Report of 1963). I therefore have it in mind
to suggest to Sir Robert Armstrong that he invites the Security Service to consider
the advantages of producing an up-to-date version of the 1970 terms of reference,
Etuitable for publication. Do you agree that this would be helpful? 4 d in this

'Er-5
connexiion are there any points which you would like to make on the -Ef noted
at paragraphs le and 2 of my note at doc.3?

(DAVID HEATON)
2 October 1978
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2. Sir Robert Arms

SyS Officer -:!rote  to you on 15 August (doc 6) on the information which.

chief constables might give about their Special Branch
es. My interim reply

(doc 9) said in effect that you would reply after t
he ACP0 CID Committee had

discussed this on 12 September. At that meeting (extract from minutes at

doc 11) they agreed in principle to recommend to chief 
constabls-that annual

reports should mention the existence and strength of the 
force Special Branch.

So far so Rood. But there are various other straws in the wind (some of them

noted in doc 3), and it is clear that Special Branches are 
going to come under

increasingly close scrutiny. I have therefore been looking at the latest

(1970) guidance given to chief constables on Special Branc
h activities (see

annex to doc 10), and considering whether something up-to-date 
and possibly

overt, analogous to the Security Service's charter, might b
e useful.

Sir Colin Woods (see above) thinkS it would. He goes on to advocate Special

Branch doing less work for the SecuAty Service (which may b
e right) and the

Security Service consequently expanding (which would probab
ly not be right).

But I think a general discussion with the Security Service and 
HMCIC on this

whole area of Special Branch activities, and particularly 
the work they do

for the Security Service, woulibe useful, and this is the l
ine taken in

the draft reply toisysofficerlwhich I have placed opposite.

13 October 1978 (DAVID HEATON)

At the next round of discussion on this topic it will be necessary to

bring in the Metropolitan Police, either Mr. Kelland or Mr. Bryan. They

should attend or be represented at any meeting.

25th October, 1978
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a. The disclosure to the public of

i. the number of Special Branch officers;

ii. Special Branches terms of reference;

b. The giving of more detailed guidance to Special Branches; and

c. Examining the work done by Special Branches for the Security Service.

Key&

2. The Home Office has probably done as much as can be on a.i. Accordng to theLeveller, of 43 annual reports received from chief constables, 11 give figuresof the number of Special Branch officers in the force concerned. It is to behoped that this will encourage other chief coustables to give figures in nextyear's annual reports.
'7



3. As to a.ii., the idea of publishing Special Branch
's terms of

reference was raiisad_b_v_Air Robert Armstrong in
 a letter of 18 October

1978 (doc 14) tol syso fficerlof the Security Service who, in h
is reply

(doc 15), did not disagree with the suggestion.

4. Consideratioa of possible publication of Special Branc
h's terms of

reference led to_a_meeting on 7 Decemb,r 1978 between
 Sir Robert

Armstrong andisysoffiR(doc 19) at which Sir Robert Armstron
g suggested

that we should loYk- again at the confidenti
al terms of reference agreed

in 1970 by the ACPO CID Committee and subsequ
ent Security Service .

circulars with a view to consolidating, mod
ifying and bringing them

up to date.

5. The question of theworkwhich Special Branches do
 for the Security

Service was raised by HMCIC who took the view tha
t the Security Service

sought from Special Branches more information than
 is really needed

(doc 3). Mr Heaton suggested in his briefing note (doc 18) 
for the

meeting on 7 December that the information provided by
 Special Branches

to the Security Service should be evaluated and an
 assessment made of the

implications of dropping or curtaWng it. Following the meeting, it

was agreed that before decidindtra-such an exe
rcise was worthwhile,

we should undertake consolidation of the terms of 
reference referred

to in paragraph 4 above, notwithstanding that any such gui
dance

necessarily begs the question of how much Specia
l Branches should do

for the Security Service.

6. As a first step, I have placed within a draft of
 a note on Special

Branches which we might look at with a view to pub
lication. Before

canvassing this or any other draft more widely, it
 seems sensible to

take the views of the MPSB and the Security Serv
ice. I have accordingly

Placed within a draft letter to DAC Bryan (copi
es to Security Service

and HMCIC). This goes into some detail on the b-ckground 
to this

exercise because the police have not so far been i
nvolved in meetings

or rorrespondence. If MPSB and the Security Service agree that it 
would

be worth publishing a document such as this, we sh
all then need to consult

wid ACP0 will have to be among the first we consult, but
 SHHD and NIO

also need to be brought in because any document published
 in England and

Wales will naturally lead to questions being asked
 about Special Branches

in Scotland and Northern Ireland. All consultations will have to be on

the basis that Ministerial approval will have to
 be sought before anything

can in fact be published.

7. Meanwhile I propose bpress on with the consolidation 
of terms of

reference and guidance referred to in paragraph 4. It will beessential

to consult the Security Service, MPSB and ACP
°, and probably desirable

also to consult NIO and SHHD, although we need not
 and could not expect

them necessarily to agree on a text. A draft letter to Mr Bryan forewarns

him of this.

7. Given the general aim of improving Speci-1 Branches 
'sensitivity',

Mr Phillips has suggested that attntion might also be
 paid to the

training which Special Branch officers receive. The draft touches on this

as well.

1. Proceed as proposed in paragraphs 6 and 7;

2. Write as in draft within to DAC Bryan MPSB;

3. Send note as within to HMCIC.

15 August 1979 
PHILIPPA DREW
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We have now received comments frome, C Bryan (doc 37) and HNOIC (doc 38)
on Mr Phillips letter of 20 August on the draft note about Special Branch'
enclosed with it (doc 35). Mr Bryan and Mr Crane are agreed that :

a) new terms of reference for Special BranchNshould be
circulated to chief officers;

b) ACM CID committee should be brought in to the consultations on
these terms of reference;

c) the disadvantages of publishing a document about Special Branches
outweigh the advantages.

In the face of this opposition to publication it would seem sensible to put
the draft note about Special BrancheE.rhich was written for publication, on
one side for the time being.

As to new terms of reference, I have placed within a rough draft of a possible
document. T1311".92nsists mainly of a re—vamping of the old terms of reference
(issued in 3.1.mmeioy 1970) with the addition of pieces taken from two Security
Service circulars to chief officers, issued in May 1974 and December 1975
(docs21a and 21b). The next step would seem to be to circulate this draft
to Mr Bryan, Mr Crane andFiofficerl(Security Service) for their comments
before approaching the ACT() CID committee.

3. The letter of 20 August also touched on the question of training. The
position is that MPSB run six Initial training courses and two Senior training
courses annually. Twenty four provincial and four MPSB officers attend
each one of: these courses which means that 224 Special Branch officers
receive training every year. Mr Crane considers that this training is
effeciFie. However, there is no guarantee that every Special Branch -officer
has received training, nor is there any guarantee that those returning to
Special Branch work after a period of absence willjo on refresher courses&
A

CODE 18.77



4. A more thorough training programme might be to rb:ruia' each
new entOrant to the Special Branch to go on attachment to
MPSB to work alon&side experienced Special Branch officers and to take pa

in an initial training course. The period of attachment (including
the training course) might be anything from two to six months. There 34-4-0,
ta* then,to, be refresher courses for those who have not been involved
in Special Branch work for some time and finally there should be
courses for the heads of Special Branch 4;.

HMCIC is to discuss with HMIEkon 2 October the possibility of

arranginesystematic planned inspection of all HQ Special Hranch units
ro-selected port units. This inspection can, I am sure, latenothing
but good and we should support it. If it reveals that there are
training deficiencies then le can set about devising a training
programme perhaps on the lines of that outlined above. As to the
port units I have minuted separately on P01175 576/2/1.

? Write as within to Mr Bryan,Isysofficerland HON.

Phillipa Drew
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Thank you. I appreciate the work that has been done in combining the 
1970

terms of reference proper with the supporting annexe, but I am afrai
d the

present draft does not distinguish clearly enough between the . item
s of the

terms of reference and the explanatory comment (and may_be my react
ion to

this was coloured by the two paragraphs numbered 2 at the beginning)
. I

think we need to have the comments indented. I also think it 
would be clearer

if there was no underlining, except in the side headings. And, although this

purports to be a consolidation exercise, I think the words I have square

/bracketed
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bracketed could safely be omitted. Finally I think that industrial disputes(paragraph 6) deserve a separate paragraph.

2. If the draft can be revised in this way I will write toi sysofficerl etc as
proposed. I intend to draw his attention to the two phrases I have balloonedin
pencil, which seem to me at least questionable.

(DAVID HEATON)
11 October 1979
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